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1. IXTRODUCTION 
In recent years, numerous results on Sturmian theory have been obtained for 
scalar partial differential equations. Most of these results concern equations 
of the clliptic type. The arguments used for such equations were mostly based 
on positive (semidefinite) functionals, maximum principles, and Picone identities. 
See, for example, the papers by Swanson [7], Xoussair and Swanson [5], and 
Krcith [4]. While there also have been some results for equations of the hppcr- 
bolic type (cf. Kreith [3], and Travis and Young [8]), very little is known for 
parabolic equations. For one thing, the use of functionals or Picone identities no 
longer leads to positive semidcfinite forms for hyperbolic and parabolic equa- 
tions. Thus in [3] and [8] for example, the authors relied on the existcncc of 
positive eigenfunctions for related cigcnvaluc problems in order to establish 
their comparison results. Dunninger [2] compared bounded solutions of a 
parabolic inequality with those involving an clliptic operator in order to derive 
a positive quadratic integral form for his results. Marc recently, using a maxi- 
mum principle and the parabolic version of Hopf’s lemma (cf. Prottcr and 
Wcinberger [G, pp. 173-175]), Noussair and Swanson [5] proved a comparison 
result for parabolic inequalities having identical coefficients in the first and 
second order derivative terms. 
In this paper, wc estabiish some Sturmian theorems for degenerate parabolic 
inequalities. The results obviously hold for uniformly parabolic inequalities. 
Although in our case, the Picone identities do not lead to nonnegative integral 
forms, we use them as a springboard. In Section 2, we present our results for the 
selfadjoint degcneratc parabolic inequalities under mixed boundary conditions. 
To illustrate the main result, we construct an example. Furthermore, we prove a 
criterion for nonncgativc fundamental solutions of a class of degenerate para- 
bolic equations subject to mixed boundary conditions. In Section 3, we cxtcnd 
our results to nonselfadjoint degcneratc quasilincar parabolic inequalities. 
An example is also given to illustrate the main result. 
In the sequel, let R* denote a bounded conncctcd region in En x [0, 7’) 
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where 7’ . . . Y; and 6” is the n-dimensional Euclidcan space. .4 point of I?-, :s 
denoted by (s, t). IVe assume that H” has the property that 
is a nonempty domain in I+ for 0 < k < II’ with R, and Kr being nonempty. 
I,et H, dcnotc the closure of 12, , and 6R, and EH” bc the boundarics of R, and 
R ’ rcspcctivclv. The lateral surface of R”, that is 
3‘ zz 2RV\(R,- u R,-) 
is dssumec! to have, at every point, a continuous outward unit normal which is 
nowhere parallcl to the t-axis. Let I?“\:&, be denoted b!; R, and (v, , 11~ 1 ~a ,..., v,,) 
denote the outward unit normal to BH, for 0 .< t < 7’. In the special cast when 
the closure R- of R is a cylindrical region, the ahove unit normal coincides with 
the unit normal to S. 
WC consider the pair of dcgencrate parabolic inequa!itics 
Lu .-- I)i[uij(N, 1) fl,u] -c c(.q t) 24 - Dp ,> 0 in K, ;i: 
MC 1 I),[A&, t) Djzg ;- C(x, t) z: - D,7> L< 0 in K, I (Z,l 
where the repeated indices are to be summed from 1 to n, /Ii =.- Z,,Zs, 
t = I , 2, 3,. . . . II, and L), =- %/Lt. It is assumed that the matrices (ai,> and (Ai,) 
arc symmetric and positive semidefinite with eicmcnts belonging to Cl(R) 0 
C(R--). Functions u and 5 satisfying (I) and (2) are twice continuously differen- 
tiable with respect to x and once continuously differentiable with respect to t in 
R, and continuous on R- . l.et the mixed boundary conditions for u and v be 
5+en by 
fm = aijv,I),u ‘- pu = 0 on s L. 9 (2 \” ) 
Y’z L- .4i,,vil),?! -1 I% -_. 0 on s, (4) 
where - XI *:.I p(x, t), P(N, I) x< -; x, with p(xO 1 f,,) :: -- zc and P(s, 1 ?r) -. 
.- J;. denoting u(x”, to) = 0 and z(xr , tr) =- 0 respectively. The basis of tht 
main result in this section is the following F’icone identity for our operators: 
Which Cdn t)c easily vcrificd. Let x = RK U ,s. 
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THEOREM I. Let u satisjy the inequality (1) and the houndmy condition (3) 
sucI7 that u(x, 0) : 0 on R,, and u > 0 in R. If 
(aij - Ai,) is positive semidefinite in R, (6) 
JR (C--c)z?d.x>O, O<ti T, 
L 
(7) 
6,,(P - P)u*Js 2 0, p + -rzc, o < t < 77, (8) 
then mery function z‘ satisfying the inequality (2) and the boundary condition (4) 
camot be positive throughout Z. 
Proof. Suppose ‘I > 0 throughout Z. Integrating the Picone identity (5) 
over R, where 0 < 1 < T, we obtain 
Let us consider the boundary integral on the left-hand side of (9). If p .-- r CD 
at a point on S, then u = 0 there; this in turn implies that the intcgrand is zero 
there, because 2: is assumed to be positive. If -- zc <p, P < ;- x?, then from 
the boundary conditions (3) and (4), the integrand is (p - P) u*. It follows from 
the abovc discussion and (8) that the boundary integral is nonnegative. I:sing (6) 
and (7), we obtain 
I uv D&/v) dx < 0, o<t<‘1’. * Rt 
Since u and v are positive in R, , it follows that D,(u/v) < 0 in some subdomain 
ill C R, for 0 < f < T. Let 
H L= u H, . 
0<1<7 
Then D,(ujc) < 0 in II, and hence u$,* is a nonincreasing function of 1 in N. 
Because zq% is zero at t .= 0, it follows by continuity that U/C :< 0 in H. This 
contradicts the hypothesis that u > 0 in R and the assumption that z’ :> 0 in Z. 
Thus z.1 cannot be positive throughout Z. 
We note in particular that C 2 c in R and p > f’ on S imply conditions (7) 
and (8) respectively. Also, we remark that in the case IA :. 0 with 1, being 
uniformly parabolic, and p > 0, we tacitly assume that the coefficient c is not 
bounded above; othcrwisc by the strong maximum principle and the parabolic 
wrsion of ’ :-lopi’s lemma (cf. Rotter and \Veinbcrgcr 16, pp. ; 73 IX]), :hc 
problem Lu = 0 in R, u = 0 on R, and i/,zc : 0 on S, fo: example, has ~hc 
unique trivial solution. Also from the proof of the theorem? we note that if 
p I-rc: ():I S. then the smoothness assumption on S, the boundary condition 
(4) on .z, and condition (8) can be omitted; this remark applies to all the rcsu!ts 
obtained in this paper. 
‘1’0 iilustratc ‘Theorem I and the above remarks, we construct the foliowin,: 
esample. 
IAd .-z u,:,; 7 (1 ,. t-1) u - u, ) 
.Vlv 1 Y v,&-c : (4 $ t-l) 7; -.- ‘Cl . 
IA4 = 0, 0 < .\‘ ‘.. 77, 0 .:, f, 
u(s, 0) = 0, 0 < s c: 77) 
u(0, t) = 0 = u(n, f), 0 < !, 
l4 l> 0, 0 < x -.I 7, CJ .<f. 
Smcc :hc !I)-pothcses of Theorem I arc satisfied with p -.I -i-~:m, it follows thar 
every function .7; satisfying 
cannut bc positive throughout the region given by 0 -;< .Y -:i in, 3 < I. ?u: 
esamplc, 2 I sin 2x, satisfying :1Zz : 0, vanishes at x -- 0, 77:2, 7, or at 
i = 0: mcl % = teJt , satisfving .IIv = 0, vanishes at t = 0. , 
-4s an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, WC have the following con- 
pxison result. 
i’mj. 1 f ‘T v -< 0 throughout 2, then by setting 71’. : --T, we have .wz- -;I- 0 
in Ii and 7” :- 0 in Z. ‘I’his contradicts ‘I’heorem 1. ‘Thus T cannot lx negative 
throughout %. 
‘rhe foliowing result may be regarded as an extension of Corollary 2 sf 
Ghan [l] to degenerate parabolic inequalities. 
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IA 2 g in R, II -- 0 on R, , and the boundary condition (3) such that II ‘2 0 in R. 
If conditions (6), (7) and (8) hold, then ezeryfuttction c satkj&ng Mz :< h in R 
and the boundary condition (4) such that gz - hu 2 0 in R cannot be positive 
throughout Z. 
Proof. If z > 0 throughout Z, then 
(I, - h/v) 11 > g - hu~v > 0 in 
(M - h/a) 7; = Mv --- h < 0 in 
R, 
R. 
The corollary then follows from Theorem 1. 
With slight modification of the proof of Theorem I, WC obtain the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2. If there exists a solution II ofI,u .= 0 in R subject to the initial 
condition u -7 0 on R, and the boundary condition (3) such that throughout R, 
either u > 0 or u < 0, thez under conditions (6), (7) and (8), every function v 
satisfying Mv = 0 in R and the boundary condition (4) must vanish somez&re in Z. 
Let G(x, t; t, T) be a fundamental solution of the equation Lu = 0 in R 
corresponding to the boundary condition (3). We note that ifp :> 0, then G is 
the Kobin’s function; if p = 0, then it is the Seumann’s function. In both 
cases when L is uniformly parabolic and c is bounded above, it follows from the 
strong maximum principle and the parabolic version of Hopf’s lemma that for 
each (f, T) in R”, G(x, f; 5, -r) is positive in R n {T < t < T}, which we denote 
by R- . Ifp =-- -LGc, then G(x, t; [, T) is the Green’s function, which is positkle 
in R- for each (E, T) in R” by the strong maximum principle when L is uniformly 
parabolic with c bounded above without the smoothness assumption on S. In 
view of Theorem 2, we can establish a criterion for nonnegative fundamental 
solutions without requiring L to be uniformly parabolic and without imposing c 
to be bounded above and p to be nonnegative. 
THEOREM 3. If condition (6) holds, C - c > 0, p -- P 3 0, and there esi.sts 
a function ZJ sati.vfiing Mz = 0 in R and the boundary condition (4) such thaf v 
is noneanishing in Z, then the fundamental solution G(x, t; 6, T) of IA = 0 in R 
corresponding to the boundary condition (3) is nonnegative in I-? for each (l, T) 
in 12”. 
Proof. Suppose G(xO, t,; [, T) < 0 at some point (x0, to) in R- . Since 
G(x, t; [, T) tends to Tco as (x, t) tends to (5, T), there exists in H- a proper 
subdomain nW such that I,G(x, f; <, T) .= 0 and G(x, t; [, T) < 0 for (x, t) in 
D”, G(x, t; 6, 7) r- 0 for (9, t) on aDX n R”, and $G(x, t; l, 7) : 0 for (x, t) on 
ED” n S. By Theorem 2, 5 must vanish somewhere in D* u (EL)*’ n Z), which 
is a subset of Z. This contradicts the hypothesis that z is nonvanishing in Z. 
in this section, we extend the results of the prcccding section to mot-c gcccra: 
degenerate nonselfadjoint quasilincar parabolic operators defined hv 
where the matrices (a,?) and (&) arc symmetric and positive semidefinite with 
continuousl\i differcntiahle elements, bi and B, for i .= 1, 2, 3:..., II are continu- 
ous, and Vu and ‘7~ arc the gradients of u and c respectiveI!-. Let us choose a 
continuous function g1 such that for all real (II -L I)-tuples J I-’ (yl , ya , ya ,..., 
yn .]), the quadratic form 
is positive semidcfinitc. Since (Ail) is positive semidefinite, g, satisfies this 
requircmcnt if and only if the principal minors of the matrix 
vcherc -4 ;=z (Ai,), and B 1% (BJ, are nonnegative. Similarly, if (aij - d,j) is 
positive scmidefinite, Ict us choose a continuous function g2 such that for all 
real (TI -1. I)-tuples y, 
is also nonnegative definite. If Bi and R, for i 2. !, 2: 3,..., II are identically 
zero, then WC‘ may choose g, and g, to he identicalI\: zero. 
‘rHEOI<EhI 4. I,et u and z: satisfy the inequalities 1,‘~ 2: 0 and :\I% :L< ‘3 jb~- 
(x, t) in R, und the boztndq conditions (3) and (4) respectiwly such that u(n, 0) -=- 0 
on Ii, md u > 0 in A. If (uij -.- A i,) 1 p ~ t /P oci ize sewidejinife, condition (8) hoids. 
and there exist g1 und gz such that 0, and Qz mc po.&ze senzidc$nite and 
s (C - c --g, - g2) uL ds 1:~ 0, 0 .z.-: I :. 7’, Ht 
then z’ cannot be posit& throughout Z. 
‘1’1~ proof of this theorem is based on the following ~cncralized Picone 
identity for our operators: 
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= Di 
[ 
z (uA ij D,z: -. caij D,u) 
I 
..- v2 [Ai, Di (-;I Dj (+) - 2 (t) BL Di (;) +gl (+)‘1 
; (aij - Aij) Dp Dju - 2u(b, - Bi) Dp $- g,u’ -I. (C - c - g1 - gP) u” 
The argument is similar to that of Theorem 1. 
WC remark that in the special case when aij 1 Aqij and bi 2 Bi , Theorem 4 
gives a stronger result than Theorem 2 and its extension (mentioned in the 
remark following the theorem) in the paper of Koussair and Swanson [5] under 
our mixed boundary conditions. WC may also obtain results analogous to 
Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2 of the previous section. 
As an illustration of Theorem 4, WC construct the following example. 
E:MMPLE 2. Let 
L’u -+ u,, -I- (1 + t) qcsc X) u2 - Ut ) 
,vPr -= v,,x + (1 ;- 4t) trycsc2 2s) 2’3 - vt . 
The function IL -: t sin x satisfies 
L*u -0, o<x<n, O<t, 
u(x, 0) = 0, O<X<T, 
u(0, t) = 0 = Zl(Tr, t), 0 < t, 
u >o, O<x<rr, Oct. 
‘l’hc function v : t sin 2x, for example, satisfies M*v : 0. The hypotheses of 
Theorem 4 arc satisfied with g, and g, chosen to be identically zero. Thus o 
cannot be positive throughout 2. Indeed, z: = t sin 2x vanishes at x = 0, 
7;j2, 7r, or at t -- 0. 
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